Comorbidity of Factitious Disorder and Intellectual Disability: A Case Report
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Individuals with factitious disorder fake illnesses to assume a sick role. They simulate, induce, or aggravate illness, often inflicting painful, deforming, or even life-threatening injury on themselves or those under their care. Factitious disorders are diagnosed in about one percent of patients who are seen in psychiatric consultation in general hospitals. One of the features, that are overrepresented in patients with factitious disorders include: normal or above-average Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Authors describe a rare comorbidity of factitious disorders and intellectual disability.
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Introduction

Patients with factitious disorders present with a broad spectrum of physical and/or psychological symptoms and signs only to obtain a sick role (1,2). This disorder may be challenging, frustrating and troublesome for clinicians, in addition to being easily misdiagnosed (3). The Classic form of factitious disorder, Munchausen’s syndrome, is characterized by a chronic course, obscure psychological motives for the behavior, and physical (not psychological) symptoms (4). Although factitious disorder has been reported more frequently in recent literatures, most health care providers are still not sufficiently aware that, this is not a rare disorder (5). Based on physicians' experience and observations, it is estimated that, 1.3% of patients have factitious disorders (6). One study reported a 9% prevalence of factitious disorder among inpatients (5). Bauer Baegner, diagnosed factitious disorders with neurological symptoms in 3% of 1536 patients on a neurological ward during a one year period (7). In a one-year Psychiatric inpatient sample (n=775), Bhugra, found a rate of 0.5% of patients showing symptoms of Munchausen's syndrome (8). According to some reports disorders related to substance use, somatoform disorders, dysthymia, borderline personality disorder, and sexual disorders are frequently associated with factitious disorders (9,10). Factitious disorders occasionally co-occur with malingering, while co-occurrence with somatoform disorders, are rare. Differentiating these complex presentations and learning the management of factitious disorder can reduce iatrogenic complications, thus avoiding unnecessary health care costs (11). Most of the patients with factitious disorder have been shown to have a high intelligence quotient (IQ) (1,12). In spite of performing a through literature search, authors have managed to find only one case report of co-occurrence of
factitious disorder and intellectual disability (13). Here we report another patient with this rare co-morbidity.

**Case Report**

A 15-year-old girl with a chief complaint of genital and anal pain arrived at the emergency department of hospital, reporting that she had been attacked and raped by a gang of youth. In physical examination, however, no sign of injury could be found in genital or anal areas. Since, nobody accompanied her to the hospital and she was a minor. She was admitted for close monitoring. Few hours later a psychiatric consultation was requested following development of a non-organic loss of consciousness in her. During first interview by the psychiatric resident, she was diagnosed to suffer from a dissociative state due to rape and subsequently admitted to the psychiatric ward. During the first psychiatric visit in the ward, she was calmly lying on the bed and though she was mute, she could follow people and objects with her eyes. Her vital signs were normal and physical and neurological examinations revealed no abnormality. However, multiple surgical scars on her abdomen and lower extremities were notified. After a period of four-hour observation and without any especial intervention, she recovered and started complaining of vomiting blood. During the interview, she complained of headache and a burning sensation in her head. Although no tenderness was found in abdominal exam and her vital signs were stable, her saliva was mixed with fresh blood. The examination of the gastric fluid through naso-gastric tube did not indicate any bleeding. She slept well and there was no further complaint during the first night of her stay in hospital. Following day, during the ward round, she mentioned that, she had managed to get her high school diploma and that; her father was a cardiac surgeon. She kept talking about the assault and that; it was done with the cooperation from her maternal Aunt. She also complained of a long lasting depression, which started after her Mother and Siblings were killed in a road traffic accident. Mental state examination was normal except for a low level of general knowledge and concrete thinking indicative of possibly a below average intelligence. Having suspected a diagnosis of factitious disorder, nursing staff kept a close eye on her. Later that day, she was seen biting her finger and rubbing her lips and inside her mouth with her bleeding finger by a member of staff. When confronted, she confessed the falsification of personal and familial information, she had given and the fact that she had faked her symptoms just to get admitted to hospital. She then provided her real name and address. Her father was subsequently contacted who refuted her account of rape and road traffic accident that she had reported to the team. He mentioned that, she had been unable to finish the primary school due to learning difficulties. He also mentioned that, she had a long and repetitive history of admissions at the medical and surgical wards of different hospitals. She had undergone different diagnostic and invasive procedures like: endoscopy and laparotomy several times in the past. Except for an operation, she had for an osteomyelitis during her childhood, no proofs of any real pathology could be found in her previous medical and surgical discharge notes. Interestingly, her Father reported that, he was working as a health care professional in a hospital. The team did not find any evidence of domestic violence, child abuse or history of sexual abuse at home. An IQ assessment was therefore requested, which confirmed, she was performing at a mild intellectual disability level (overall IQ score=63).

**Discussion**

The symptoms our patient presented with impostership and pseudologia fantastical, were suggestive of a diagnosis of a classic case of factitious disorder (4,12,14). The history of hospital admission during childhood due to a real medical illness (in her case an operation for osteomyelitis) and an intimate knowledge of health care system (her father was a hospital worker) are commonly reported in the literature (12,14). Although, the use of confrontation is controversial in the assessment of people with factitious disorder, patients must be encouraged to face the reality sometime in the course of their admission (14).
This approach can indeed relieve the symptoms, at least temporarily (15). Therefore, such confrontation if used judiciously and with a full consideration of patient’s dignity can be a valuable key to the diagnosis. The IQ of the factitious disorder patients is described to be normal or higher than the average (1,10), though this is not a necessary criterion for diagnosing the condition (4). However, the IQ level seems to determine the complexity and believability of the clinical scenario, a person with factious disorder presents with, as this was the case in our case report. A broad knowledge of differential diagnoses, thorough history taking and physical examination along with collateral information gathering from previous case files, family and careers are the key factors in successfully assessing patients with a diagnosis of factitious disorder.
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